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Abst rac tqTh is  paper presents a survey of feature saliency measures used in artificial neural 
networks. Saliency measures can be used for assessing a feature's relative importance. In this paper, 
we contrast two basic philosophies for measuring feature saliency or importance within a feed-forward 
neural network. One philosophy isto evaluate ach feature with respect to relative changes in either 
the neural network's output or the neural network's probability of error. We refer to this as a 
derivative-based philosophy of feature saliency. Using the derivative-based philosophy, we propose a
new and more efficient probability of error measure. A second philosophy is to measure the relative 
size of the weight vector emanating from each feature. We refer to this as a weight-based philosophy 
of feature saliency. We derive several unifying relationships which exist within the derivative-based 
feature saliency measures, as well as between the derivative and the weight-based feature saliency 
measures. We also report experimental results for an target recognition problem using a number of 
derivative-based and weight-based saliency measures. 
Keywords--Feedforward neural network, Feature saliency. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years, feedforward neural networks have received a great deal of attention for 
their application to pattern recognition and function prediction problems. Within the feedforward 
neural network framework, there are a number of established measures for identifying important 
input features. Such measures are known as saliency measures. This paper presents a survey 
of selected feature saliency measures used in artificial neural networks. Saliency measures can 
be used for assessing a feature's relative importance. These measures have been successfully 
employed (for example, see [1], a breast cancer detection application) within a comprehensive 
feature selection methodology (see [2]). In such an application, the measures are used in a 
front-end feature screening procedure. This screening procedure (see [3,4]) serves as a feature 
preprocessor in which irrelevant features are discarded from further consideration i the formal 
feature/architecture selection procedure. In this paper, we contrast wo basic philosophies for 
measuring feature saliency or importance within a feed-forward neural network. One philosophy 
is to evaluate ach feature with respect o relative changes in either the neural network's output 
or the neural network's probability of error. We refer to this as a derivative-based philosophy 
of feature saliency. Using the derivative-based philosophy, we propose a new and more efficient 
probability of error measure. A second philosophy is to measure the relative size of the weight 
vector emanating from each feature. We refer to this as a weight-based philosophy of feature 
saliency. We derive several unifying relationships which exist within the derivative-based feature 
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saliency measures, as well as between the derivative and the weight-based feature saliency mea- 
sures. We also report experimental results for a target recognition problem using a number of 
derivative-based and weight-based saliency measures. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our initial assumptions and present 
necessary nomenclature. Section 3 is divided into 2 major subsections: (3.1) Network Output 
Derivative-Based Saliency, (3.2) Network Probability of Error Derivation-Based Saliency. Theo- 
retical constructs for each class are given and inter-relationships are established within the respec- 
tive classes. Experimental results are presented to clarify concepts. In Section 4, weight-based 
saliency is discussed. A real-world application of the measures i given in a Forward Looking 
Infrared Radar (FLIR) target recognition problem is presented in Section 5. We conclude the 
paper with a summary. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this paper, we use the instantaneous backpropagation algorithm with momentum to train a 
feedforward neural network with one hidden layer, and sigmoid nonlinearities on both the hidden 
and output layers. In this section, we review some of the feedforward neural network notation 
related to evaluating partial derivatives. Let the input features x~ be indexed from i = 0, . . . ,  M, 
the middle node activations xJ be indexed from j = 0, . . . ,  H, and the output node activations 
be indexed from k = 1,. . . ,  K. Let f (a)  represent the sigmoidal nonlinear activation function 
defined as 
1 
f(a) = 1+ e-( a)" 
When sigmoidal activation units are used on the middle and output nodes, the feedforward 
neural network output and hidden node activations and associated specialized terms are defined 
as follows: 
Zk = fh  WjkX j  , 
j= l  
x~ = fh ~ xi , 
¢~I__xjl(I__xl) 
where x0 and x~ are bias terms which are equal to one, ~j~ is an estimate of the weight param- 
eter connecting the j th middle node with the k th output, Olj estimates the weight parameter 
connecting the i th feature input with the j th middle node. Now, applying partial differentiation 
to zk with respect o x~ gives 
H 
2 1 ^2 ^I 
= (I) 
cgx~ j=l 
The definitions for zk, xJ, and oz are significantly different when sigmoidal activation functions 
are not used. 
3. DERIVAT IVE-BASED SAL IENCY 
In Section 3.1, a framework for understanding derivative-based saliency of network outputs is 
discussed. Several variations of derivative-based saliency are investigated, including aknown data 
measure  which requires fewer derivative valuations than an established measure. The saliency 
measures are evaluated for their sensitivities to sampling, training, and redundant middle nodes. 
Pe-based feature saliency measures and related research results are discussed in Section 3.2. These 
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results include the illustration of a precise relationship between an established Pe-based measure 
and an established derivative-based measure, the introduction of an improved Pe-based feature 
saliency measure, and derivation of relationships between the new Pc-based measure and the 
improved derivative-based measure. 
3.1. Network  Output  Der ivat ive-Based Sal iency 
The importance of an input feature can be thought of as a function of the network's ensitivity 
to changes in the input feature [5-9]. Evaluating the network's ensitivity to the i th feature 
input is analogous to evaluating partial derivatives of the network output with respect o the i th 
feature input. 
In Figure 1, three examples of one-dimensional, two-group classification scenarios are displayed. 
These three examples encompass the range from output classes not overlapping (Example 1) to 
output classes significantly overlapping (Example 3). For each example shown in Figure 1, a 
neural network was trained on 200 training vectors using two output nodes and one middle node 
with a step-size of 0.3 and a momentum of 0.7. Training was discontinued when the training-test 
set error was minimized. This occurred at two, five, and ten epochs for the three examples. 
' " te / tu /~ ' "  ' 
feature 
....... I 
': clml 1 , '~ ,2  I 
• ~ fdibii-e" 
feature feature 
"' r~to'i.e . . . .  r&tui~ '
" f&tu/~ " 
" f&tu~e " 
feature 
Figure 1. Three examples of a two-class univariate normal problem. 
In the first row of Figure i, the true likelihood function of the data in each class is shown. For 
all three examples, the true underlying distribution function is the normal distribution function, 
denoted h(x), which is 
h (x )=~exp - 
where # and a are the expected value and standard deviation of x, respectively. 
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In the second row of Figure 1, the a posterior distribution function of x is shown. The a 
posterior distribution function for the k th class, denoted P(Ck I x) is defined from Bayes rule as  
P(Ck)hk(x) 
P (Ck l x) = E~ffil PCCj)hj(x)' 
where P(Cj) denotes the prior probability of class k and hk(x) denotes the likelihood function 
for class k. 
In the third row of Figure 1, the neural network's output function for class one is shown. In this 
network, the outputs from each class can be interpreted as an approximation to the a posterior 
distribution for x. Note that in Example 1, the neural network output for class one is a poor 
approximation to the a posterior distribution when the classes are not overlapping. However, 
when the tails of the two classes do overlap in Examples 2 and 3, the neural network outputs are 
better approximations to the a posterior probabilities. 
In the fourth row of Figure 1, the absolute value of the neural network's feature 'sensitivity 
function' is shown. For these univariate two-class examples, the 'saliency function' is 
2 Ozk.o_~.l(x, ,)[ , 
k=l  
where zk(x, fv) indicates that zk is evaluated with the univariate feature vector x and the vector 
of estimated weight parameters &. Note that the neural network's maximum feature sensitivity 
corresponds to the classification borders where the neural network's output is equal to 1/2. For 
the second and third examples, the region where the network is most sensitive to the features is 
also the region where the true a posterior distribution is most sensitive. However, in Example 1, 
where the likelihood distributions are not overlapping, the most sensitive regions of the feature 
saliency and the a posterior distribution do not correspond. 
3.1.1. 'Pseudo-data '  approximation 
A comprehensive measure of derivative-based feature saliency can be defined as the expected 
feature sensitivity as evaluated across the entire feature space. Hence, one may define feature 
saliency as the expected value of the saliency function f~(x, @) ~f f i l  Oz = I~1 over the feature 
space region. Let the integrated feature saliency be denoted as Ai. The first method for approx- 
imating A~ was proposed (implicitly) by Ruck et al. [8]. Ruck's measure involves what could be 
called 'pseudo-sampling' from the M-dimensional feature space 7~ M. 
A description of 'pseudo-sampling' follows [8]. For every training vector, each feature input 
is varied uniformly over its observed range while the other feature inputs remain fixed. This 
corresponds to P × R × M 'pseudo-samples,' where P is the number of vectors in the training set, 
R is the number of uniformly spaced sample points per feature dimension, and M is the number 
of features as before. This set of "pseudo" data points is used for the saliency computation of 
each feature. Following Reinhart's [10, pp. 21,22] notation, let dm be the vector of R uniformly 
spaced pseudo points covering the range of the mth input feature. The r th component, dr of d 
can be defined as 
dr = min x,n + (r - 1) maxxm - ndnzm R-  1 , r - -  1,2, . . . ,R.  (2) 
The Ruck saliency measure for feature i, ~.~, is defined as 
p~l m==l r=~1 
(3) 
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where P is the number of training vectors x; M is the number of features; R is the number of 
uniformly spaced points covering the range of each input feature found in the training set; K is 
the number of output classes; the vector p Xm(r) is the vector x p with its mth component replaced 
by dr the r th component of din; and P ^ (Xm(r) ,w) indicates that the derivative is evaluated with 
the feature vector xPm(r) and the final estimates of the trained network weight parameters w. 
The approximation/~i represents he total network saliency for P x M x R 'pseudo-sampled' 
data points. Let the average 'pseudo-saliency' bedefined 
/~.p~udo = (PRM)-lhi  (4) 
3.1.2. Random data approximation 
A second method for approximating Ai can be defined using random samples from the M- 
~pseudo but random samples dimensional feature space 7~ M. This approximation is similar to --i , 
are used instead of uniformly spaced sample points. For data normalized to a unit hypercube, 
the n th random sample is created by drawing a UNF(0, 1) random number for each feature. 
The random data approximation, denoted/~random is given as 
N r g [ Ozk 
--it~rand°m = (Nr)- I  Z E ]~ (xn'~r) , 
n----I k=l 
where x n denotes the n th random samples drawn from 7~ M, and N r is the total number of random 
samples, The random data approximation to Ai represents he average network saliency over N r 
randomly sampled ata points. 
3.1.3. Known data approximation 
A third method for approximating Ai is defined by sampling only the known data. Guo and 
Urig suggested a similar measure for sensitivity analysis of nuclear power plant thermal data [5]. 
Guo and Urig's measure isdifferent because they consider the sensitivity for each of the K outputs 
separately. Here, the network's feature sensitivity is evaluated in a manner proportional to the 
likelihood function of the data. Note that regions of maximum likelihood may not correspond to 
regions of maximum feature saliency, as in Example 1 in Figure 1. 
The known data saliency, denoted/~data is given as --i 
p K 0zk (xp,.)l. 
p: l  k : l  
(5) 
This measure requires a factor of R x M fewer computations than A/pseudO. The known data 
approximation to Ai represents he average network saliency over the P known data points. 
The various approximations to A~ are analyzed in the next section. The known data approxi- 
mation provides results imilar to the other measures. It is probably the best choice for practical 
use since it evaluates regions of the feature space where the data is known, and it requires fewer 
calculations than the "pseudo" measure. 
3.1.4. Il lustrative analysis 
The derivative-based measures introduced in the previous ections are analyzed in this section. 
To do this, the three examples shown in Figure I are revisited. However, for this analysis a N(0, 1) 
random variable, denoted Xnoie is added as a second feature to each class. Both features are 
normalized between 0 and 1. The relative importance of the 'truly salient' feature to noise is 
analyzed. Since these examples are linearly separable, a minimal network (i.e., no redundant 
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Figure 2. Three xamples ofa two-class multivariate problem. 
middle nodes) consists of one middle node. Figure 2 is a collection of three-dimensional plots 
summarizing the three examples. 
For all the examples, the networks used 400 training vectors, two output nodes, and a log-linear 
declining learning rate. The neural network plots for each example in Figure 2 are from a single 
realization of a trained neural network using one middle node. For all of the plots, the z-axis 
corresponds to the variable xl, and the y-axis corresponds to the variable Xnoi~. 
In the first and second rows of Figure 2, the z-axis represents the value of the individual 
likelihood functions and the trained neural network output functions for each class. In the third 
and fourth rows, the z-axis represents the value of the i th 'saliency function' ~-~-fffil OZ/~ * 
The terminology 'saliency function' is appropriate, because each of the derivative-based saliency 
measures are defined as a series of 'saliency function' measurements. In the last row of Figure 2, 
the z-axis represents a ratio of the 'saliency function' for zl divided by the 'saliency function' 
for Znoise. 
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The 'saliency functions' shown in the third and the fourth row vary greatly across the feature 
space. They are most peaked where the neural network's output function has the greatest slope. 
All three derivative-based measures obtain markedly different values due to different 'saliency 
function' measurements. For instance, in the first example, the known data saliency measure 
would be the smallest, because the known data is from a region where the 'saliency function' is 
not peaked. 
The 'saliency function' ratio shown in the fifth row is a relatively flat or a constant function. 
Where the ratio is not flat, it fluctuates due to the division of two very small numbers. Also, in 
the regions where the ratio is not constant, there is very little, if any, true data. 
The 'saliency function' ratio at any point can be interpreted as the relative importance of the 
feature xl to the feature Xnoi~. The 'saliency function' ratios in Figure 2 indicate that the relative 
importance of one feature to another is nearly constant regardless of how or where the 'saliency 
function' is measured. Therefore, when measuring the relative importance of a feature, all of the 
measures perform about the same. 
3.2. Network  Probabi l i ty  of  Error  Der ivat ive-Based Sal iency 
In this section, neural network Pe-based feature saliency measures are discussed. These mea- 
sures are appropriate for classification problems, but not for regression problems. Probability 
of error measures are developed for feedforward neural networks which approximate a Bayesian 
optimal discriminant. The assumptions necessary for this approximation are discussed in [11]. 
We derive several new results in the area of Pe measures and present hem later in this section. 
The Pe feature valuation measure is commonly used whenever the goal is minimizing classifier 
error rate with features of equal measurement cost. As a result, probability of error is often used 
as a benchmark for independently measuring the classification error associated with using either 
a single feature or a set of features for classification eural networks [8,12,13]. 
The Pe measure is defined as 
Pe(x) = Ex [1 - max {P (C 1 [ x ) , . . . ,  P (OK I x)}], (6) 
where x is the vector of features, Ex[. ] is the expectation operator, and P(Ck ] x), is the posterior 
probability of class k given x, defined as 
P(Ck)P (x[ Ck) (7) 
P (Ck Ix) = E~=I P(Ck)P (x I Ck)' 
where P(Ck) is the prior probability of class k and P(x [ Ck) is the class conditional probability 
function of x for class k. 
Now, the class specific probability of error associated with the k th class is given as Pe(Ck,x), 
is given as 
Pe(Ck,x) = 1 - P(Ck ]x) (8) 
K 
= ~ P (Cl I x). (9) 
l~k 
Under certain conditions, the feedforward neural network approximates a Bayes optimal dis- 
criminant function in the limit [11]. The implications for interpreting a trained feedforward neural 
network in the limit as an approximation for a Bayes optimal discriminant function are that clas- 
sicai definitions associated with probability of error given in equations (6)-(8) can be redefined as 
an approximation i  neural network terms. Specifically, using the fact that zk(x, ~t) ~ P(C~ ] x), 
the neural network approximations to the class specific probability of error Pe(Ck, x) and classifier 
probability of error Pe(x) are defined in equations (11) and (15), respectively. 
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Priddy illustrates a relationship between class specific probability of error Pe(Ck, x) and the 
derivative-based feature saliency measure, /~ defined in equation (3) [12]. This relationship 
relies on the assumptions necessary for feedforward neural networks to apprc0cimate a Bayes 
optimal discriminant function in the limit. Priddy defines (or at least implies) a Bayesian saliency 
measure ~ as 
p----1 m----1 r----I k--1 OXi ' 
where P is the number of training vectors x; M is the number of features; R is the number of 
uniformly spaced points covering the range of each input feature found in the training set; K is the 
number of output classes; the vector xPm(r) is the pth exemplar x p with its ~t th component replaced 
by dr the r th component of dm defined in equation (2); (xPm(r),@) indicates that the derivative 
is evaluated with the feature vector xPm(r) and the final estimates of the trained network weight 
parameters w; and/be(k, x, @) is a neural network approximation to the class specific probability 
of error. 
Priddy defines the neural network approximation for class specific probability of error/be(Ck, 
x,~¢) as 
K 
/be (Ck,x,@) = Z z/(x,w), (11) 
which is similar to equation (9). Now, substituting equation (11) into equation (10) results in 
P M R K 0Z/(X,  ~ ' )  a,:ZZZZZ 
p: l  m: l  r : l  k : l  l#k 
(12) 
Using the triangle inequality, Priddy proves that f/~ is bounded above by a simplified saliency 
measure ~ [12], i.e., 
f~i -< ~,, (13) 
where 
P M R K K 
 ,--ZZZZZ 
p----1 m=l  rffil kffil l#k 
P fv Ozj (xm(r)' ) 
Oxi 
The Bayesian measure f~i is related to the measure .~, since it involves the partials of zk with 
respect to x~ and the pseudo-sampling of unknown vectors from the feature space [8]. Priddy 
shows ~/i is a scalar multiple of the/~ in equation (3): 
~, = (K - 1)/~d, (14) 
where K is the total number of output classes [12]. Therefore, the two saliency measures ~t~ 
and .A.~ produce identical feature rankings. 
3.2.1. Equal ity of two Pe-based measures 
In this section, we show that the measure f/~ is exactly equal to the measure/~. Using the 
relationship shown in equation (8), a neural network approximation to class specific probability 
of error can also be defined as 
P,, (c~, x, ~)  = 1 - z~ (x, ~) .  (15) 
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Now substituting equation (15) into equation (10), and simplifying illustrates the equality of ~ 
and/~: 
P M R K [Ope k, xPmr ~v . ,=EEEE ( '" ) 
p=l m=l r=l k=l [ OT'i 
P M R K 
=EEEE 
p=l m=l r=l k=l 
P M R K 
=EEEE 
p=l m=l r=l k=l 
X p o[l m r, 
Oxi 
x p OZk I m(r)~ v) 
Ox~ 
(16) 
=/~i .  
The relationship between fli and/~i is derived exactly without recourse to ~i of equation (13) [12]. 
3.2 .2 .  Der ivat ion  o f  a new Pe-based  measure  
The definition of Pe reviewed in equation (6) is used to derive a new Bayesian saliency measure. 
This measure is related closely to the neural network approximation tothe Bayesian classification 
error Pe(x), which is defined in neural network terms as 
P 
Re (x, ~') ---- p -1  E [1 - max {Zl (X p, W) , . . . ,  ZK (X p, ~')}] (17) 
p=l 
P 
=P-1E  [Pe(xP,~Ir) ] , (18) 
p=l 
where Pe(x v, ~) is the probability of error associated with the pth exemplar from a set of P total 
exemplars. The new Bayesian saliency measure for the i th feature is defined as 
-1 P oqPe (Xp, ~')[ 
I p=l $ 
(19) 
Like ..,~data, this measure depends only on the known data. Let Zkm~ (X v, ~) be a function which 
is given as 
Zkma x (X p, W) = max {zl (x p, ¢)  , . . . ,  zK (x p, ¢)},  
where kmax represents the subscript k associated with the max{zl(xV,@),..., zK(x p, @)}. Us- 
ing zk,~,, Pe(xV,@) in equation (19) becomes 
P, (xV, ~-) = 1 - zkm~, (xP, ~) ,  (20) 
giving 
- -  P I 0 [zk"~ (xV'@)] I Oxi Fi = P-X I 
pffil 
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3.2.3. Theoret ical  relat ionships 
The relationship between Fi and the derivative-based saliency/~ata is derived from the defi- 
nition of ]~data. ~ • 
P K 0z~(xp,~)l 
£data =P-1Z E 0~ 
p=l k=l 
p : l  k~kmax 
=p_~ O[l-m~{~(x',~l,...,~(,e,~)}] +p_~ 
p: l  O Xi b~i p: l  kg£kmax 
I =P-X  Z + 0 z~ Ox, 
p=l p----1 k~kmax 
=r '+e- l~  N " 
p---1 k~kmax 
In summary, the exact relationship between Fi and £data is 
ri •data _ p-I p . ,21  
p=l k~kmax 
It can also be shown that (1/2)/k data is an upper bound for r~. This relationship is derived 
using the triangle inequality on the second term of equation (21) in concert with the Bayesian 
relationship that }'-~f--1 Zk(X, @) = 1 as follows: 
P K 
r i  /~data IOZk(XP,~V) I =- ,  -~-'E Z a~ 
p=l k~kmax 
"15 r ,  <_ Xdata _ p_ l  y~ Ozk (x',@): p=l k:fikmax 0 X i ' 
P 
r, < A data- V-1  E 
p----1 
P 
I~i --< °'*]7~ .data -- p-1 E 
p----1 
P 
r, ___,< ]~data  - -  p-1 E 
p=l 
P 
r, < £dat~- p-1 y~ 
p--i 
ri </~data __ ri, 
1 ~data  r, < ~. .  
o K (x~,~) Ek~km~ Zk 
0 2~ i 
Oxi 
]O [1- max {zx (x',~v),...,zK(xP,@)}]l , 
Oxi 
Ox~ 
(22) 
p=: l k~km,~ pffi= l 
For a two class problem, the new measure is at its upper bound exactly. That is ri = (I/2)/k data, 
since 
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when K = 2. This means that for a two class problem 
0]be (x p, @) 1 ape (k, x p, @) 
Oz, = 2 Ox, 
For more than a two class problem, the measure ri will be at its upper bound only if the partial 
derivatives ~ for k # kma~ are all the same sign. To analyze the partial derivatives, 
equation (1) is shown again below for convenience as 
0Zk (XP,~ r) H 1 ^ 2 ^1 
j=l 
For all k, the following is true: 
(i) ~ > O, 
(2) 61 > 0, and 
(3) ^1 w~j are constants. 
Therefore, it is the middle node to output weights w2k which influence whether the partial 
derivatives will be the same sign for all outputs. For a net with just one middle node, all the 
derivatives will be the same sign if the weights w12k are the same sign for all k # kmax. 
3.2.4. Illustrative analysis 
The upper bound for I'i is investigated empirically with a two class and a four class problem. 
For the two class problem, the XOR problem is used. The exclusive-or (XOR) problem illustrated 
in Figure 3 is a standard benchmark problem used with neural networks. In this nonlinear 
classification problem, no single line can be drawn to separate Class 1 and Class 2 regions. Five 
hundred ata points are randomly generated for the XOR problem. A training set of 400 and a 
training-test et of 100 are used. 
Feature 2
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 2 
Feature I 
Class 1 
Figure 3. The XOR problem (reprinted from [i]). 
Saliency measure results for ~data nd Fi are summarized for 30 'trained' neural networks which 
were trained with the same data set, but with different random initial weights and a different 
random order of training vector presentation. The neural networks used four middle nodes. Log- 
linear declining learning rates were used to improve the neural network's convergence to a solution. 
For all runs, 700 epochs were used. Also, a seven percent mimmum training set classification 
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error was required for the network's olution to be considered from a 'trained' network. In total, 
51 networks were trained; 21 networks did not meet the seven percent requirement. The average 
training and test set classification errors for the remaining 30 neural networks were 1.59 and 2.96 
percent, respectively. The saliency was computed for the 30 networks at 700 epochs. As expected, 
the measure r~ (to within roundoff error) is exactly equal to its upper bound of (1/2)/~ data. This 
is demonstrated with the XOR problem in Table 1. 
Table I. XOR problem: saliency measure means for 30 trained networks. 
_1 Adat a 
Feature 2 z 
x 1.001 
y 1.078 
bias 0.84 
1" i
1.001 
1.078 
0.84 
Training data  used 
The measure Fi is, generally, less than its upper bound when used with more than a two 
class problem. A four class problem with two variables is studied. The classes are multivariate 
normally distributed with an identity matrix for the covariance matrix. The mean vectors for the 
four classes are: (4.5, 2.17), (2.0, 6.5), (7.0, 6.5), and (12.0, 6.5). Five hundred ata vectors are 
randomly generated for this problem: 400 for the training set and 100 for the training-test set. 
Again, saliency measure results are summarized for 30 'trained' neural networks trained with the 
same data set. For all runs, a minimal network of two middle nodes (determined from a number 
of pilot simulations), a log-linear declining learning rate, and 500 epochs were used. Also, a five 
percent minimum training set classification error was required for the network's olution to be 
considered from a 'trained' network. For this problem, 30 networks were trained, and all the 
networks met the five percent requirement. The average training and test set classification errors 
for the remaining 30 neural networks were 2.06 and 5.77 percent, respectively. The saliency was 
computed for the 30 networks at 500 epochs. The measure/~data nd Fi are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Four class problem: saliency measure means for 30 trained networks. 
1 A.data 
Feature 2 -~ 
x 0.879 
y 0.567 
bias 0.360 
0.843 
0.606 
0.387 
Training data  used 
3.2.5. Internal summary  
Neural network Bayesian feature saliency measures were discussed in this section. These mea- 
sures are developed for use with neural networks which approximate a Bayesian optimal discrim- 
inant in the limit, and they are only appropriate for use with classification problems. New results 
presented in this section are as follows. 
• An exact relationship is shown between Ruck's measure 3.~ and the Bayesian measure 
suggested by Priddy. 
• A new Bayesian eural network feature measure F~ is defined using only a subset of the 
terms in £data. 
• The relationship between F~ and ~data is derived. 
• An upper bound for F~ is derived. 
The measure r~ is more appealing than ~data in classification applications. The measure r~ 
is developed from classifier error /~e(x,@) , rather than class specific error /~e(k, x, @). Also, 
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the saliency measure F~ is computed using only a subset of the terms used for/~data making the 
definition of F~ more succinct han the definition ^c ~,data 
4. WEIGHT-BASED SALIENCY 
A weight-based saliency measure is suggested by Tarr {14]. Tarr conceived weight saliency 
based on the idea that weights connected to important features attain the largest values (absolute 
values); weights connected to less important features attain smaller values (absolute values); and 
weights connected to unimportant features would probably attain values omewhere near zero [14]. 
Tarr defined weight saliency as 
T~ ~ ^1 2 = (wi3) , 
J 
where wij ^ 1 denotes the j th element of ~'~ or the estimated weight between the i th input feature 
and the j th hidden node. Tarr's definition of weight saliency is based on the Euclidean norm of 
the estimated weights associated with a feature input. The effectiveness of weight-based saliency 
depends on two things [14]. 
1 must be from a trained neural network of appropriate complexity. 1. w i 
2. The input features must be normalized to have approximately the same ranges. 
Computationally, this measure is much simpler than other available saliency measures. Tarr 
presents results which show Ti provides feature saliency rankings imilar to/~i [14]. 
4.1. Theoretical Relationship 
The derivative-based saliency, ^  data :_ A~ 1~ defined as a function of the estimated weight parameters 
and the known training data. The estimated weight parameters are defined as a function of the 
known training data used to train the network. The derivative-based saliency ?~data and the 
estimated weight parameters used to define weight saliency are interrelated. In this section, an 
upper bound is derived for __z/~data which relates these quantities. The upper bound of ~data__~ for 
any feature i is the vector product of a constant vector times a vector containing the absolute 
value of the estimated weight parameters associated with feature i. 
The term a_~ [x ~'~ ~¢ ~data Ox  ~ ' j u~ *i defined in equation (5) can be expanded as 
OZk (X,~) _: 0 [ ( ~ 1^2 II ax~ ~ Sh xjw~k 
\~=o / j 
-~ ek~X/  j= l  /----0 ^ W2k 
] 
j--I 
H 
1 ^2 ^I 
j----I 
-2 d~1. where definitions of ~ ,  $3, x J, zk, wik, and ,~ are as given in Section 2. Using this expression, 
~d~ta is defined as $ 
P K H 
/~data p- -1  1 ^2 ^ 1 "" = E E e~ E e~wjkw'J (23) 
pffil kffil jffil 
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The theoretical relationship between ~.data and the estimated weight parameters associated 
with feature i is developed by expanding ~data about the K output nodes and then about the H 
middle nodes. 
•data  = p-1 $ 
P K H 
p=l/¢=1 "= 
2 I -2 ^I I -2 -I = p- I  ~"~ ~IZ  ~ ~0jlU)ij "~-''" + ~K ~UJ jKU) i j  
p=l L[ j--1 
P 
p - I  ~ 2 1.2 ^1 2 1 .2 ^1 
[[~I~IUJllU)il "~-"""-[- ~I~HU)HI~iH I  
p----1 
2 1 ^ 2 ^1 2 1 -2 ^1 
.~- . .  . -~- [~K~I ~O1K~Oil -~ . . . q -~K~H~OHK~iH[]  
P p-1~-" 2 1 ^2 ^1 2 1 ^2 . I  
[[~I~IU)ll~t)il[-[-"""-b [~I~H~OHI~OiH[ < 
p----1 
2 1 ^ 2 ^1 2 1 -2 ^I 
q- ' ' "  "4- [~K~IU)IKU3il [ -[-""' + [~K~H~IIHK~OiH[] 
P 
p -1  ~ [[elel~/]1112 1 ^ 2 [~hl-[-''" + [ele~WH112 1 -2 [~IHI 
p=l 
2 1 ^ 2 2 1 ^2 -[- ' '  • -[- [~K~IU)IK[ [~111 "~-'''-[-[~K~HU)HK[ [~IH[] 
P 
p -1  4_.# ~ [{[ ~1~1~01112 1 -2 .~_ ... jr. [eKelUJIK[ } 2  1 ^ 2 1~1 l 
p----1 
2 1 ^2 2 1 -2 
+ "'" + {[eleHWHl[ +""  + le~e.~.~l} l~l.l] 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
An inequality sign replaced the equality sign for equation (24) when the triangle inequality was 
used to decouple the outputs. For a given input exemplar p and middle node j, the result in 
the brackets {. }, prior to each [~i1[ in equation (26) is the same regardless of which feature is 
being examined. Therefore, a constant ~ is substituted into equation (26) for the quantity in 
the brackets {.} prior to each [~blj[ giving 
P 
~data <: p-1 , _ ~ [~ [~11[ +. . .  + ~ I~IH[]. (271 
p=l 
P p Now, since [W~H[ is independent of p, then replacing Ep----1 ~bj with a new constant ~j and 
rearranging terms gives 
/~data _< p - i  [~11[ ~1 -[-""" q- p - I  [~IH[ ~. .  (28) 
Now, let [~1 be an H-dimensional vector containing the absolute values of the weights as- 
sociated with the ith feature (i.e., [@1[ = [[~11[,... ' [~H[]t), and let • be an H-dimensional 
vector of constants associated with the middle nodes (i.e., • -- P -1[~1, . . . ,  ~x]~). The vector 
of constants • is independent of i. Therefore, the known derivative-based saliency for the i th 
feature is bounded above by a constant linear combination of the vector I~ 1[. That is 
~.data < ~, [~1[ (29) 
$ - -  ° 
To summarize, ~data is bounded above by a fixed linear combination of the weights. 
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Table 3. Description of FLIR features evaluated. 
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Feature number Feature 
Length/Width 
Standard eviation 
Maximum brightness 
Compactness 
UomplexiW 
Mean contrast 
Description 
Ratio of object length to width 
Standard eviation of pixel values on object 
Maximum brightness on object 
Ratio of number of pixels on object to number of pixels in 
rectangle which bounds object 
Ratio of border pixel to total object pixels 
Contrast ratio of object's mean to local background mean 
Contrast ratio Contrast ratio of object's highest pixel to its lowest 
Bright pixel ratio Ratio of number of pixels on object within 10% of maxi- 
mum brightness to total object pixels 
Difference of means Difference of object and local background means 
Adapted from Ruck [11, p. 42] 
5. FLIR APPL ICAT ION RESULTS 
In this section, we report experimental results for a forward looking infrared (FLIR) target 
recognition problem, which involves using FLIR data to discriminate targets from nontargets. 
The targets consisted of tanks, trucks, and armored personnel carriers. Nine features were used 
based on previous application experience by Roggemann [15-17] and by Ruck [13]. A description 
for the nine FLIR features is given in Table 3. 
5.1. Analysis 
Saliency results are summarized for 30 'trained' neural networks which were trained with the 
same data set, but with different random initial weights and a different random order of training 
vector presentation. A data set of 550 vectors was randomly partitioned for each neural network 
into training, training-test, and validation sets of size 300, 125, and 125, respectively. The neural 
networks were trained with four middle nodes for 500 epochs before the saliency was computed. 
From some pilot runs, four middle nodes seemed to be a minimal network structure for this 
data, since results were degraded for fewer middle nodes and no significant improvements were 
realized with additional middle nodes. Log-linear declining learning rates and a momentum rate 
of 0.30 were used to improve the neural network's convergence to a local minimum. Also, a seven 
percent minimum training set classification error was required for the network's olution to be 
considered from a 'trained' network. Thirty networks were trained, and all 30 networks met the 
seven percent requirement. The average training and training-test set classification errors for 
the 30 neural networks was 3.30 and 9.39 percent, respectively. Saliency measure ranks, means, 
and standard eviations are documented for all of the measures discussed in this paper. Average 
network accuracy is documented as the features are eliminated one-by-one based on the saliency 
measure rankings. 
In Table 4, rankings are shown for the saliency measures, where a ranking of T indicates the 
best feature and a ranking of '9' indicates the worst feature. Average saliencies and the corre- 
sponding sample standard eviations for the 30 runs are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Differences 
in the mean value of the derivative-based measures are due to the method used to sample the 
saliency function ~-~=x Oz I~x,I when measuring the saliency for the i th feature. The relative salien- 
cies of the feature ranked first to the feature ranked last are 4.54, 4.56, and 4.53, respectively, for 
.~pseudo ~random and /~data. As expected, the measure Pi (to within roundoff error) is exactly 
equal to its upper bound of (1/2)/~ data, since this is a two class problem. Despite differences in 
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Table 4. FLIR problem: saliency measure rank for 30 runs. 
/•pseudo Arandom i --$ Feature 
R=10 R=10 
1 7 7 
2 2 1 
3 9 9 
4 8 8 
5 1 2 
6 5 4 
7 4 5 
8 3 3 
9 6 6 
~.data r i  T 
z 
7 7 7 
1 1 2 
9 9 9 
8 8 8 
2 2 1 
5 5 3 
4 4 6 
3 3 4 
6 6 5 
Ranked from best to worst 
Table 5. FLIR problem: saliency measure mean for 30 runs. 
~seudo Arandom 
Feature -~ ~data - -g  
R:  10 R= 10 
1 0.8601 0.4939 0.6777 
2 1.664 0.9762 1.404 
3 0.3663 0.2142 0.3096 
4 0.5866 0.3909 0.4379 
5 1.664 0.9318 1.358 
6 1.136 0.7141 0.8661 
7 1.157 0.6786 0.9653 
8 1.342 0.7608 1.174 
9 1.012 0.5840 0.8272 
bias 0.7502 0.4782 0.6013 
Fi T 
0.3388 10.08 
0.7018 14.62 
0.1549 4.234 
0.2189 7.453 
0.6789 18.57 
0.4330 14.34 
0.4826 10.42 
0.5866 12.08 
0.4135 11.35 
0.3006 8.106 
Table 6. FLIR problem: saliency measure standard eviation for 30 runs. 
Feature 
~seudo 
R= 10 
Arandom 
R= 10 
~ data  
i 
r i  T 
1 0.829E-01 0.625E-01 0.529E-01 0.265E-01 
2 0.702E-01 0.581E-01 0.850E-01 0.425E-0 
3 0.392E-01 0.243E-01 0.429E-01 0.214E-0 
4 0.324E-01 0.347E-01 0.296E-01 0.148E-0 
0.663E-01 0.459E-01 0.884E-01 0.442E-0 
0.525E-01 
0.420E-01 
0.959E-01 
bias 
0.427E-01 
0.369E-01 
0.334E-01 
0.310E-01 
0.275E-01 
0.406E-01 
0.647E-01 
0.540E-01 
0.121 
0.541E-01 
0.501E-01 0.443E-01 
0.324E-0 
0.270E-01 
0.603E-0 
0.270E-0 
0.251E-0 
1.04 
0.604 
0.368 
0.430 
0.605 
0.422 
0.341 
0.649 
0.373 
0.342 
sampl ing and the higher dimensional feature space (M = 10), the derivative-based saliencies all 
perform similarly. 
The  saliency feature rankings from Table 4 are used to perform systematic feature el imination 
and evaluat ion of the network's corresponding classification accuracy. The features are el iminated 
one-by-one based on the saliency measure rankings, i.e., the worst features are removed first. The 
results from this analysis are shown in Figure 4, where the x-axis corresponds to the number of 
features which have been removed, and the y-axis corresponds to the network accuracy. Four 
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Average validation set accuracy on FLIR problem as features are elimi- 
middle nodes are used for the entire evaluation, although fewer middle nodes might have been 
more appropriate as more features were eliminated [2]. A log-linear declining learning rate was 
also employed as before. For each neural network, the data set is partitioned as before into 
training, training-test, and validation sets of 300, 125, and 125 vectors, respectively. Since the 
error rate of the training-test set no longer exhibits wide variations after approximately 100 
training epochs, 150 epochs were used for each neural network. 
In Figure 4, the mean accuracy and a 95 percent confidence interval error band (plotted as 
horizontal bars about the means) are plotted using the best 10 of 30 neural networks for/~data. 
Only a subset of the 'best' neural networks are used to compute the means and standard evia- 
tions, since backpropagation learning may not converge to a local minima [18]. Although, only 
one of the nine measures i  represented in Figure 4, it is representative of the other measures. 
It is possible to remove one to three features based on saliency measure rankings with little 
or no degradation in the average network error. However, further reduction of the feature set 
requires a trade-off in classification error. This observation is consistent for all five measures. 
In Figure 4, ~data was employed. When more than three features are eliminated, there is great 
variation in the average network performance depending on which saliency measure was used. 
This is not surprising, since the saliency of the features was measured when all the features were 
in the network. If the feature saliencies were re-evaluated for the smaller subset of features, the 
remaining features would be ranked differently in many cases. Nevertheless, the significant point 
is that all of the measures are able to rank expendable features last. 
6. SUMMARY 
In this paper, we have presented a survey of feature saliency measures used in artificial neural 
networks. We present a contrast of two basic philosophies for measuring feature saliency. One 
philosophy is to evaluate ach feature with respect o relative changes in either the neural net- 
work's output or the neural network's probability of error. A second philosophy is to measure the 
relative size of the weight vector emanating from each feature. We reviewed several established 
saliency measures and derived relationships amoung the measures. We also recommend a new 
measure on the basis of efficiency. The FLIR example demonstrated the potential usefulness of 
the measures in a feature screening context. 
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